
PAUL CLÜVER

Paul Clüver Village 
Sauvignon Blanc 2022

RANGE NAME —

WINE OF ORIGIN Elgin, South Africa

VINTAGE 2022

VARIETALS Sauvignon Blanc

WINE TYPE White

WINE MAKER Andries Burger & Anne van 
Heerden

VINEYARD NOTES

There are a total of 23.5 ha of Sauvignon Blanc, 
ranging from 2 to 29
years old.  The soil is predominantly weathered 
Bokkeveld shale with underlying clay. Slopes are of 
various aspects but mostly South and South East 
facing. After a cold winter with good rainfall, the 
estate experienced great growing conditions 
leading to the 2022 harvest. The moderate day 
temperatures and cool night temperatures were 
ideal for the development of flavor and retaining 
high natural acidities in the grapes. The harvest was 
from the 2nd to the 24th of March. Picking in the 
early hours of the morning, cooled overnight in cold 
storage to ensure optimal quality. 

WINEMAKING NOTES

The Paul Clüver Sauvignon blanc has always been 
recognized for its elegance, balance and expression 
of terroir and the 2022 is evidence to that. Pressing 
is always gentle and careful attention is dedicated to 
handling the grapes to ensure they produce only the 
best quality wines. To ensure a more complex wine 
with a richer mid palate we blended 10 % Semillon 
with Sauvignon blanc. 50% of the Semillon was 
fermented and aged in 2500L foudres.

TASTING NOTES

Bright with a touch of a green hue shows an 
impressive range of aromas. A combination of 
passion fruit, black current and grapefruit on the 
nose with hints of mineral notes. The expression of 
the nose follows through to the palate, passion fruit, 
gooseberry, but with great salinity, complexity and 
length. The wine is fresh, with great balanced 
acidity and a lingering finish. The ideal wine aperitif 
but best enjoyed with food. A refreshing wine which 
pairs well with salads and seafood dishes. Richer 
seafood and cheese platters make it work through 
autumn and winter.



RESIDIUAL SUGAR 1.8 g/L
PH 3.2
ALCOHOL 13.45 %
TOTAL ACID 6.6 g/L
BOTTLES PRODUCED 96780
BOTTLE SIZE 750ml

PASCALSCHILDT.COM BOTTLES PER CASE 12

http://pascalschildt.com/

